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“Arts Together 

is a lifeline. 

Without it you 

would be a 

vegetable” 

Group member  
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1 The year in brief  

Exciting times; we gained financial support from GBT Bulldog and Hobson and embarked 

on our development plans. We expanded our paid team by 1, our artists by 2 and our 

group volunteers by 4. We provided a continually challenging and rewarding programme 

of arts, from soap making to weaving to ceramics to abstract painting. Group members 

also enjoyed Christmas parties and a visit to the Scrap Store as well as many visitors to 

their groups. Behind the scenes, we continued our local fundraising and promotion which 

included the very successful ‘Fishing for Friends’, we gained 2 awards, were entertained 

at the Houses of Parliament and were visited by our local MP, Clare Perry. In November 

we started the groundwork for the start of three new groups in April 2014. 

A very busy and thoroughly enjoyable year. 

2 Who we are and what we do  

Arts Together is for older people, offering a unique service to those who are frail, 

vulnerable and socially isolated. Arts Together provides opportunities for: 

 taking part in arts activities with professional artists 

 sharing experiences and making new friends 

in order to  

 reduce social isolation,  

 build self confidence and self-esteem,  

 improve health and wellbeing 

 prevent loss of independence  

 enhance capacity to live an enriched life 

We do this by providing 

 a balanced, varied programme of challenging and stimulating, high quality 

arts  

 social opportunities 

 the support frail older people need to be able to take part 

 a great deal of fun 

 

 

 

“I can see 

something in 

everything 

now – it 

changes how 

you see 

things” 

Group 

member  
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Since 2000 we have run 3 groups, in Marlborough, Devizes and 

Pewsey Wiltshire. Each group has 12 members and offers 30 

sessions a year, a total of 90. Art projects, usually lasting for 5 

sessions, are led by carefully selected artists and assisted by at 

least 3 volunteers and one paid carer at each group. 

Group members are aged between 60 and 99 and most are very 

frail due to age or disability with conditions such as Alzheimer’s, 

mental ill-health, Parkinson’s, arthritis, learning difficulties, poor 

mobility and severe hearing or sight loss. They are socially 

isolated and are often withdrawn, fearful and desperately lonely 

when they first come to us. Our experience, supported by 

independent research, shows that loneliness frequently leads to 

depression, reduced self-confidence, increased falls and a lower 

life expectancy in the elderly.   

We have 3 part-time paid staff as well as 18 supported, trained 

volunteers, 15 occasional ones (a total of 33 volunteers) and a 

bank of 11 artists. 

We offer a varied and balanced programme of stimulating, high 

quality professional arts. Our website: www.artstogether.co.uk 

illustrates some of the projects and members’ delight and 

sometimes astonishment at what they have achieved. 

 

 

The local context 

We work in rural Wiltshire where patchy services and the dearth 

of accessible transport mean that many people become 

housebound and very lonely once they are too old or disabled to 

drive. The best social contact or stimulation that many older 

people in this rural area can hope for is a lunch club or bingo. 

Our members, although housebound and frail, say this is not 

enough.  

One said: “At my age I need challenge, stimulation. Where else 

would I get this?” 

Although there are examples of severe urban deprivation in 

Wiltshire (in Trowbridge and Salisbury), the OCSI report ‘The 

Rural Share of Deprivation in Wiltshire, 2009’ points out: “.. the 

majority of deprived people do not live in highly deprived areas, 

and programmes targeted at these areas will not reach 

substantial numbers of deprived people”. The Council predicts 

that by 2020 a third of the population in the county will be 65+ 

and cases of dementia are increasing at a rate above the national 

average. Many of these older people live in rural areas. These are 

our target members. 

 

The national context 

In 2006 the UK Government’s Whitehall Wellbeing Working Group 

developed a ‘statement of common understanding of wellbeing’ 

for policy makers: 

“Wellbeing is a positive physical, social and mental state; it is 

not just the absence of pain, discomfort and incapacity. It 

arises not only from the action of individuals, but from a host 

http://www.artstogether.co.uk/
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of collective goods and relationships with other people. 

It requires that basic needs are met, that individuals have a 

sense of purpose, and that they feel able to achieve 

important personal goals and participate in society.  

It is enhanced by conditions that include supportive personal 

relationships, involvement in empowered communities, good 

health, financial security, rewarding employment, and a 

healthy and attractive environment.” 

 

Arts Together provides most of these ‘collective goods and 

relationships’. Our annual evaluation shows that members gain a 

sense of purpose, they set and achieve important personal goals 

and participate in society again. The members’ groups are 

‘empowered communities’ in which members are fully involved 

and the sessions take place in healthy and attractive 

environments with ‘supportive personal relationships’.  

Although our own evaluation is too small to demonstrate 

improved health, the members feel that Arts Together helps 

them feel better and reduces pain, and numerous research 

studies show that arts activities and social involvement have a 

positive effect on people’s health and well-being. 

With Wiltshire’s changing demography and new Council priorities 

which aim to support people at home rather than in care, our 

service is needed more than ever to provide the creative and 

intellectual stimulation and laughter which make life worth living. 

Plate 

making at 

Devizes 

 

3 How we see if we’re getting it right  - evaluation and 

monitoring 

 

Each year we evaluate our work using individual interviews and 

questionnaires and focus group discussions led by independent 

volunteers. Group members, family carers, volunteers, artists and 

paid carers all report their experiences. We also receive feedback 

from statutory agency and charity staff.  

Throughout the year we record attendances  (failure to attend 

may indicate the need for extra support); members record 

experiences in group diaries or on our blog; trustees attend 
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Individual coats of 

arms by Pewsey 

group 

groups regularly to talk to members; and volunteers and artists 

are trained to report on significant changes they see week by 

week.  

All of this is collated and analysed and used to review and 

improve our service and to report back to our funders and 

supporters. 

We collect information on – 

 The number and variety of arts we provide  

 Member involvement in activities and decision making  

 Members’ self-initiated creative activities in their own time  

 Changes in lives that members attribute to Arts Together  

We collect information through –  

 Annual consultations with all the groups  

 Individual members’ personal accounts  

 Regular feedback from artists, volunteers, carers and 

managers  

 Each groups’ own handmade book where members record 

comments and suggestions  

 Group registers 

 Artist and volunteer meetings  

 Trustees’ shared lunches with the groups 

 Feedback from agency staff and relatives  

4 Progress  

4a 

 

 

 

Reduced social isolation  

What we did  

 Referrals  

 Provide a supportive environment  

 Provide social opportunities  

 

Though full membership stands at 36, due to the age and 

infirmity of many of our members, there is a natural turnover 

with around 10 new members joining us each year.  

When we first started all our members came to us via Adult Care. 

This year members came to us via 8 different agencies or 

charities as well as via neighbours, family and carers. 

We also provide the support that frail older people need to be 

able to take part. This year we provided 120 welfare 

interventions and no one stopped attending because they lacked 

essential welfare support.  

Where members come from 

Many of our members come to us by referral from agencies and 

charities though increasing numbers come via other routes; 
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neighbours, family and carers. Most of our members have no 

social worker or other formal support and are increasingly hard 

to find. We have increased Arts Together promotion, particularly 

locally, so we can reach isolated older people through non-

agency routes. Whichever route our members come to us by, they 

invariably need considerable reassurance and encouragement 

before they are willing to leave their home after a prolonged 

period of isolation. We work with agencies and other contacts to 

provide this, and the essential companion for their first visit. 

Once through the door, there’s no looking back. 

Our welfare support service  

We achieve outstanding results because uniquely in Wiltshire we 

also provide the essential support that frail people need to 

attend for the first time and to take part.  This includes 

supervised transport (some travel up to 15 miles to get to their 

groups), safe, comfortable, accessible venues, a shared quality 

hot lunch – a focus for shared news and much hilarity – and paid 

carers to attend to personal needs.  

All our artists and volunteers are carefully selected and we train 

them to understand older people’s issues and to support 

members to discover their best whatever their physical or mental 

challenges. This essential support enables us to include people 

whose needs are too complex for other groups. One member 

said recently: “Other things are a long way away, and I can’t 

get up stairs, and it’s too expensive. This is ideal. This we can 

do because we’re helped all the time.” 

We monitor members’ changing welfare needs and if necessary 

help them access the health or social care they need. There are 

times when a member’s confidence can deteriorate, such as after 

an accident or illness, and they become too scared to venture out 

again. We provide vital support to help them return after such 

setbacks.  

‘We know that if someone does not arrive it will be looked 

into. You won’t just be left. It makes you feel safe to know 

that someone is taking notice, that you matter.’ 

  

    

Pewsey and Devizes Christmas parties  
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“It’s easier to talk to 

people, you’re more 

confident” 

 

 

Social opportunities 

Over the past 15 years we have refined the groups’ format to one 

which members tell us works for people who have often lost the 

skills and confidence needed to make social connections. It starts 

with shared transport; being greeted by other group members 

and having people who take care to collect and deliver you home. 

One member said that she could walk to the group but preferred 

coming by the Arts Together transport as she so enjoyed being 

welcomed and feeling wanted. 

Members share a hot lunch together after the arts session which 

gives an unpressured way to practise lost social skills with ready 

topics to discuss.   

Groups usually organise their own Christmas parties, sharing out 

tasks to do at home, resulting in wonderful food, glorious 

decorations and a lot of silly hats. Occasionally they arrange 

other trips, such as a barbecue at a volunteer’s home, a special 

birthday party at a group member’s daughter’s home, and a trip 

to the Scrap Store to collect materials for a summer holiday 

project. 

Crucially members know they ‘own’ their groups and frequently 

refer to their ‘Arts Together family’. They know they can rely on 

each other for moral support and encouragement through 

difficult times.  

“Thank you for Arts Together. It has given me friendship and 

comfort on my sadist days” 

4b 

 

Improved health and wellbeing  

What we did 

 Provide a balanced, varied programme of 

challenging arts  

 Artist and volunteer training  

 Members involvement 

 

Arts Together offers opportunities to learn about and take part in 

high quality arts projects – not simply handicrafts to keep people 

occupied. Typical comments from members:  

“You’re not just being kept busy here”  

“Each session I learn something new, things I’ve never done 

before”   

We provided 14 different projects this year, most of them 

bringing new skills to the members. We trained and supported 

our volunteers and artists and provided opportunities for 

members to be as involved in Arts Together as they were 

comfortable with. 

Members told us that there were many benefits to taking part in 

our arts projects, including pain reduction and improved mood. 
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Our projects  

We offer a varied, stimulating and sometimes challenging arts 

programme. This year members tried their hands at new skills, 

such as soap making and designing their own individual coats of 

arms. They made their own set of ceramic plates from scratch 

and got plastered. Marlborough group designed and produced a 

mosaic name plaque for their venue and were featured in the 

local newspaper. Groups also enjoyed drawing, landscape 

lanterns, weaving, abstract portraits, people pots, fabric fables, 

giant fish making, still life painting, and printing autumn colours  

The benefits  

The effects of art, in any form, are often taken for granted by 

artists and misunderstood by others. It is not simply to ‘fill the 

time’, nor to make decorations to impress the neighbours, 

though it can do both.   

In essence, the members are changing a material to something 

meaningful to themselves. It is an opportunity to interact with 

the world, to take control, to make decisions, to alter 

surroundings, in whatever way they want or feel necessary. They 

develop skills and generate confidence and self-esteem. 

The experience provokes new thought and changes the way they 

see things. The world becomes exciting again and their place in 

it important and decisive. But most of all it’s fun. And to do this 

with a group of others who can share your experience is 

rejuvenating, as our members tell us again and again.  

Art has various other proven benefits. The feeling that they are in 

command gives them the confidence to attempt any project 

which opens the door to greater self-expression and imagination. 

It can help to develop both fine and major motor skills. There are 

special benefits for our members living with Alzheimer’s, 

Parkinson’s, arthritis, learning difficulties and depression. 

It assists with memory. It is a way of capturing a snippet of time. 

We have members with severe memory problems who collect all 

the items they have made at their Arts Together group and keep 

them close by, as they find these items help to ‘ground’ them 

and assist with short term memories. 

Clay for example is a successful material for members with 

Parkinson’s. It is easy to manipulate and allows people to make 

and repair mistakes with ease and thus to take more ‘risks’. It 

gives people a sense of control which improves self-esteem as 

they realize that making mistakes will not impede their progress. 

Art is often used as therapy for people suffering from depression 

as it promotes a sense of calm, reduces blood pressure and 

slows heart rates.  

Our members tell us that their art sessions reduce their pain and 

they feel it is ‘therapeutic’. 

It is also a highly skilful activity, led by professionals who share 

their expertise with the group. Artists illustrate projects with 

contemporary examples to stimulate ideas and discuss with 
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members the techniques and theories behind the work. 

One reported: “I found that members would take away ideas 

inspired by the projects and actively research them. I was 

impressed by the way people took stuff home to finish and 

develop. Members would shyly show me their sketchbooks of 

work they had done at home.”  

Typical comments from members include: “I thought I knew all 

about colour but it was fascinating and I was sorry when it 

finished”. And “You notice things you didn’t see before. You 

open up, more aware of what’s around you, things you take 

for granted.” And “I need more hands to count all the things 

I’ve learnt” 

Training 

“They’re real artists, they know what they are doing and they know how to work 

with us oldies.” 

All our artists and volunteers are carefully selected. To make sure that everyone can take 

part, we train them to understand older people’s issues and to support members to 

discover their best whatever their personal limitations. This enables us to include 

members whose needs are too complex for other groups.  

The number of our members with challenging conditions is increasing and, together with 

specialist charities, we update volunteers and artists with information and guidance on 

conditions to help them adapt sessions to suit each individual. We also hold regular ‘tea 

parties’, newsletters and round robin emails where volunteers and artists can share what 

they have learnt ‘on the job’. 

Any one group will include members with a wide range of different conditions, from loss 

of sight, hearing, memory and dexterity, to depression and learning difficulties.  

That our volunteers and artists can make challenging arts projects rewarding and 

enjoyable for them all is due to their skill, commitment, empathy and determination.  

Member involvement    

Members’ choice, decision making and involvement in projects is reinforced by their 

being part of a group which they feel they own. Although members depend on others for 

most of their daily needs, within their groups they have some control – the direction of 

projects and how they interpret them, their lunch menus – and willingly take on 

responsibilities e.g. laying tables, keeping registers, helping others with tasks they can’t 

manage, bringing in resources or little treats to share. Our board of Trustees includes a 

group member. Members are actively involved to the extent they feel comfortable with 

and each is an important part of their Arts Together community. 
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4c Enhanced capacity to live an enriched life  

How we know it worked 

 

 

 

 

Routine monitoring and evaluation – including consultations with 

members, carers, artists and volunteers - show us that we boost 

confidence and self-esteem, improve social lives, stimulate new 

interests and activities and improve mental health. Our members 

become more active, are more sociable and enjoy a great deal of 

fun and laughter. We help our members to live independent and 

fulfilling lives for as long as possible. This is a recent quote from 

a member:        “Arts Together is uplifting. There are dark 

days and you don’t realize you’re dark till you walk in then 

you realize that you were, but you’re not now!!” 

A summary of this year’s evaluation  

The members all reported that Arts Together had a positive 

effect on their lives. They particularly noted - 

 The company at lunch and the proper meals as some 

could not or would not bother to cook on their own  

 The assisted transport as they would not be able to 

attend without it, the drivers were very helpful, and they 

enjoyed the company en route 

 The support Arts Together provided as they had help 

when they needed it and felt safe and secure knowing 

that someone would notice if they were in trouble 

 Their group and the friendship it provided, they felt the 

group was theirs, it was a family and they learnt from 

each other 

 The arts were high quality and the artists excellent, they 

learnt a lot, had a sense of achievement and purpose 

and saw things in new ways 

 They reported stimulated minds, improved mood, 

reduced pain and more confidence; as a result they 

socialized more 

 Some said that their relatives worried less because they 

attended Arts Together  

Suggested improvements were - 

 More time after lunch so they could discuss their 

projects 

 A shorter summer break, which they found hard. 

The volunteers, artists and carers all found their work 

rewarding and challenging. They noted a few practical problems 

and made suggestions as to how to solve them. They reported in 

particular - 

 Members appreciated being able to choose their lunch 

menus; 

 The transport drivers were especially good; 
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“This is the first 

place where I feel I 

matter.” 

Group member 

 They were aware of increasing need for support by 

members and were proud that they and Arts Together 

could provide it 

 The nature of their role was more like a family, working 

together with members rather than ‘doing to’ them and 

that listening was very important 

 They received excellent support from Arts Together 

staff and communication was good 

 The arts provided high quality, positive stimulation and 

made members feel good about themselves 

 They adapted projects to suit individual needs, were 

flexible and happy to try new things with the members 

 They learnt from the members and all reported good 

teamwork between volunteers, artists and members 

 They have seen big changes in members over time, with 

growing confidence and enjoyment and improved mood  

 Arts Together motivates and stimulates them too 

 They (volunteers, artists and carers) also benefit, from 

the atmosphere, learning and friendships - it enriches 

their lives 

Suggested improvements were - 

 The groups need the same regular carer every week 

 More time after lunch for members to chat 

The full report is available on request. 

          

5 How we provided this   

 Funding, support and survival  

 Grant funders 

 Local fundraising and Promotion 

Accounts 2012 - 13 

“Arts Together fills 

my soul to carry on 

for another week. I 

hate it when we are 

off. For me it’s about 

survival.” 

This year we raised £25,788 in grant funding, plus £5,000 raised 

at the end of the previous year, and £9,281 from donations and 

local fundraising. Our expenditure this year totalled £39,740. 

This included increased spending on welfare support, the new 

Admin Assistant post and costs of the development of 3 new 

groups. 
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Taking the fish to 

Devizes streets 

 

Our Chair at the 

Houses of Parliament 

 

Margaret and Mel’s 

Ridgeway walk 

Grant funding  

Eleven grant funders supported us this year, compared to just 3 

ten years ago. During the economic downturn we managed on a 

‘survival’ budget, increased our local fundraising and our 

contributions in kind and kept costs to a minimum. We managed 

to keep our costs to around £20-22,000 a year until 2012/13 

when we took on transport and extra welfare costs. Our 

outgoings were then £28,000.  

This year we received grant funding of £5,000 to contract a part 

time admin assistant, and £7,495 to start the development work 

for the three new groups. 

Local fundraising and promotion 

It has become increasingly important that we raise our profile, 

both to increase local contributions and to reach more isolated 

older people. Most of this work has been carried out by 

volunteers. 

Notable achievements were the Ridgway walk by Margaret and 

Mel and the Christmas Pub Crawl by Mothers’ Jam. We were also 

chosen as Nationwide’s charity for their Community Match 

programme and attended the Ramsbury Carers’ Forum. Another 

walk is in the planning, coast to coast this time. 

Our most eye catching events were the ‘Fishing For Friends’ 

street collections in Devizes and Marlborough. Resilient 

volunteers spent 3 days dressed in the giant fish which the 3 

groups had made and drew a lot of interest. Taking a giant fish 

around a pub was challenging but achievable. Luckily, this year 

the weather stayed dry. 

Other events and activities 

Local Giving – Arts Together were runner up in their ‘Spring for a 

year’ competition and were their featured charity. 

Wiltshire Life magazine awards – Arts Together gained 3
rd

 place 

and two of our volunteers attended their gala dinner to accept 

the award. 

Clare Perry – our local MP visited our Marlborough group and 

enjoyed some lively discussions with group members. Clare 

kindly wrote about us in her newspaper column and on twitter. 

Houses of Parliament - In November our chair of Trustees, Juliet 

Keel, and our Communications and accounts manager, Jeff 

Pigott, attended an event at the Houses of Parliament hosted by 

Lloyds TSB, a past funder. 

We run both facebook and twitter pages, and admit they need 

more attention though they have a reasonable following. Our 

blog however is popular and widely read. 

As a result of all these activities we raised funds and also raised 

awareness of Arts Together and our work. That we had requests 

from a group of older people near Southampton and from 

someone in Australia, to start groups there shows that our 

promotion is widespread. 
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Clare Perry MP at Marlborough group and The Fish on the streets in Marlborough 

Accounts 2013 - 14 

Income £  Expenditure £ 

Zurich  3,000  Session costs   

Porticus 4,993  Artists Fees 8,760 

The Truemark Trust 2,000  Artists Travel 953 

Esmee Fairburn 400  Session Materials 1,059 

Aster Communities 150  Group expenses 123 

BGT Bulldog Trust 5,495  Management  2,255 

Yapp Charitable Trust 2,000  Management travel & costs 352 

Barchester Health 2,000  Admin & costs  1,000 

Community Foundation Wiltshire 1,500  Accounts and comms & costs 1,346 

DOCA 250  Total  15,848 

FOBOAH 4,000  Welfare and support costs  

Fundraising and donations 9,290  Group Lunches 1,660 

Total income  35,078  Volunteer Expenses 1,790 

B/f from 2012/13   Volunteer and Artist Training 64 

Hobson Charity Limited 2,000  Members’ transport 4,155 

Sovereign Housing  1,000  Member support 2,550 

Jules Thorn Charitable Trust 750  Total  10,219 

Percy Bilton Charity 250  Organisation costs  

Coutts Bank 500  Management & development 1,595 

Donations  7,021  Admin & Costs 2,209 

Total brought forward 11,521  Accounts and comms 1,394 

   Marketing and web 830 

   Trustee expenses   50 

   Miscellaneous  1,094 

   Total  7,172 

   New group development costs 6,499 

Total funds 2013/14 £46,883  Total cash costs 2013/14 £39,738 

Total contributions in kind £36,750  Total contributions in kind £36,750 

Total real income £83,663  Total real cost £76,488 
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Contributions in kind  

3 groups, 90 sessions 

Item  Valued at Totals £ 

2 volunteers’ time admin, trustee support  54 days  £150/day 8,000 

9 Group Volunteers' time 240 days  £50/day 12,000 

5 peripatetic volunteers’ time 12 days  £50/day 600 

15 fundraising/promotion volunteers 15 days  £50/day 750 

3 trustees 18 days  £100/day 1,800 

2 volunteer’s time advice/funding 13 days  £100/day 1,300 

Venue  £40/session 3,600 

Care staff  £45/session 4,050 

Donated food  2,500 

Donated promotional materials  500 

Design of promotional material/printing  800 

Website/blog design, updates    600 

Annual report printing  250 

Total contributions in kind  36,750 

 

6 The future 

 Development plan 

As a result of our Trustees training and development workshops in 2012/13 we have 

been following our road plan, aiming for eventual world domination. This year from 

November we started identifying and meeting potential partners, initially in Lacock, 

Bradford on Avon and Trowbridge. We explored and assessed potential venues and met 

with agencies and groups who would be able to refer members to us. We failed to find a 

suitable venue in or near Lacock and moved to nearby Corsham. 

We twice gave interviews on BBC Wiltshire radio, had articles in local newspapers and 

local on-line community sites and attended local events with our display. 

By the end of the year we had secured 2 new partners, Selwood Housing and Green 

Square group, who will provide the 3 venues, had recruited 6 volunteers with 2 more in 

waiting and gained initial members for all 3 groups. Old referral routes were expanded to 

include North and West Wiltshire, and new referrals routes established. Suitable transport 

had been researched and booked. Arranging provision of carers was in progress and 3 of 

our experienced artists have been briefed and are ready to be the ‘start up’ artists.  

All set for go in April. 
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7 Arts Together people  

 The team  

 Arts Together supporters  

  

Trustees with our Wiltshire Life award, volunteers Angie and Julia at the Gala dinner and 

our Christmas party 

 

 

“Arts Together is 

brilliant. It is hard 

work at times but 

never fails to fulfil 

its aims. And 

beyond.” Volunteer  

 

 

Arts Together is run by 3 trustees, 3 part time staff, 18 

supported, trained volunteers, 15 occasional ones (a total of 33 

volunteers) and a bank of 11 artists. 

Admin  

This year we gained funding to contract a part time admin 

assistant to help with the increasing amount of record keeping 

and organising. With nine different transport providers covering 

different routes on different days for different members, welfare 

interventions increasing, training needs increasing and changing, 

and the start of new groups set to double the amount of records 

we keep, an assistant was essential. Angela Edwards underwent 

training to update her skills, and has been familiarising herself 

with Arts Together administration. This has allowed us to keep 

better records of welfare interventions and to update all the 

members’ confidential data forms. 

Volunteers  

Two of our volunteers left us, to spend time with grandchildren 

and to travel, but they still help out at occasional events. Four 

new volunteers joined us; Shirley Kayne, Kelly Hatt, Carol Rensch 

and Andria Walton, all group volunteers and all bringing new 

skills and very diverse experience, such as pub management and 

stilt walking. 

This was an opportune time to renew DBS checks and to update 

some basic training, in particular Food, Safety, Nutrition and 

Hydration. One volunteer also attended a course on social media 

– we now know what we need to do, just need someone to do it. 

We held a tea party in September for volunteers and staff to 

review procedures and documents, and sample cakes. 
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Artists  

We lost Demi Ladwa to a bevy of enormous family weddings but welcomed Karin Kennedy 

who brought soap making to our programme allowing members to explore easy to 

manipulate materials and use colour and scent as well as shape and texture. Hannah 

Carding was also recruited and will be starting in the new year. A third artist, Angie 

Butler, has deferred her start until she has completed her PhD. 

Trustees  

We aimed to recruit 2 new trustees with the extra skills we will need as we expand. 

Although we have three potential trustees, all with excellent management and 

administration skills as well as a sense of humour and a love of the exotic, none have 

been able to commit for various reasons.  

However, Yvonne Maunder, our trustee in waiting, will start as soon as present work 

commitments allow and in the meantime is assisting us with various tasks. 

     

More fish, on the streets and at the fish stall 

The family  

With our growing team of independent minds, spread over a wide geographical area, 

communication is vital. We started an e-newsletter for the team with items of news, 

information and gossip which has been well received. Our blog continues to be a good 

way of keeping in touch with our wider range of supporters and contacts. 

On request by volunteers we held a Christmas party, a typical Arts Together DIY affair, 

with decorations, an abundance of food, some glorious games and an unlucky dip all 

provided by the party goers and the lovely venue provided by the National Trust. An 

extremely enjoyable event which allowed the Arts Together ‘family’ to meet up – 

something they only manage at training or tea parties. The floods only added to the 

drama and made it a day truly to remember. 

Other supporters 

We raise more than half of our costs through contributions in kind. Without this support 

we would not be able to operate and we are very grateful to all those individuals and 

businesses who give time, goods and services. 

Our volunteers, artists, staff and supporters give more time and goods than we can keep 

track of and some kind gestures have gone un-recorded but no less appreciated. 

In particular we would like to thank; 

Carewatch, Aster Living, Guinness Hermitage, Mears, Leonard Cheshire Care, The 

National Trust, the Pewsey Butchers and ArtSpark for their donated goods and services 

And  

Pewsey and Devizes PHAB buses, Kennet Community Transport, Pewsey, Burbage, 
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Marlborough and Ludgershall Link schemes for their excellent transport services and for 

the care and attention they provide to our members. 

And 

Carl Davis of Equal Chances Better Lives, the Scrapstore, Wiltshire Users Network and 

Mothers’ Jam for their support. 

And Thank you to our grant funders 

Zurich Esmee Fairburn Yapp Charitable Trust 

Porticus Truemark trust Aster Communities 

BGT Bulldog  Barchester Health Devizes Outdoor Celebratory Arts 

Community Foundation Wiltshire & Swindon Friends of Bradford on Avon Hospital  

Other links 

As an organisation we strive to maintain our professional standing. We work closely with 

Wiltshire Council’s DACS and Mental Health Teams, Alzheimer’s Support, the Green Lane 

Memory Clinic, the Good Neighbour Coordinators, the NHS Care Coordinators, Green 

Square, Aster Housing, Guinness Heritage, Mears Group and Leonard Cheshire Care. We 

are part of the Voluntary Sector Forum and Arts and Health South West, are linked to the 

University of Sheffield via their NDA website www.newdynamics.group.shef.ac.uk and are 

registered with the University of Salford’s National Arts and Public Health Library. Arts 

Together is also supported by ArtSpark www.artspark.net, Whittington consultants, 

www.whittingtonconsultants.co.uk, and Bufferzone www.bufferzone.org.uk 

Arts Together people 

Trustees  

Juliet Keel (Chair, Volunteer representative)  

Trevor Bale (Treasurer, Group representative) 

Julia Warin (Artist representative) 

Management and administration  

Karolyne Fudge-Malik (Manager) 

Jeff Pigott (Accounts and communications) 

Angela Edwards (Admin assistant) 

Regular Volunteers  

Carol Harris 

Angela Edwards  

Kelly Hatt 

Ruth Hepworth 

Andria Walton 

Shirley Kayne 

 

Julia McNeill 

Annette Dutoit 

Carol Rensch  

Juliet Keel 

Margaret Cleverley 

Yvonne Maunder 

Artists  

Anna Lane 

Belinda Chandler 

Hannah Carding 

Jane Johnson 

Jeff Pigott  

Joanna Dewfall 

Karin Kennedy 

Sarah Weeks 

Occasional volunteers 

The Pigotts 

The Keels 

The Whittinghams  

The Chandlers  

Tim and Donna  

Ffion Mercer 

 

Janet McClean and friends 

Jane and Tilley Johnson 

Jane Greenwood 

Mel Harris  

Sainey Camara 

Jenny Wildblood 

 

Nicki Kaye  

Joanna Dewfall 

Asghar Fudge-Malik 

Sarah Weeks 

Geraint Morgan 

http://www.newdynamics.group.shef.ac.uk/
http://www.artspark.net/
http://www.whittingtonconsultants.co.uk/
http://www.bufferzone.org.uk/
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Some of our achievements 

   

Getting plastered and blowing paint 

“It stimulates your 

whole being, your 

mind, body, 

everything” 

Group member  

“We aren’t do-gooders. We work on 

a level (with members) there’s no 

separation – there’s too much of 

that in ‘care’. You work with your 

personality and with their 

personality. Human to human”  

Volunteer  

“It’s not medication you 

want; it’s the feeling 

better without all that 

stuff. That’s Arts 

Together”  

Group member 

 

       

      

 


